The Forest School
Drama Curriculum Map

Preparation for
Written Exam

Component 3 Performances
Using the briefs set by the exam board
to perform in front of external examiner

Revisit exam questions and
practice exam technique

Devising Component
Rehearsal period and
performance of group devising
pieces based on 3 stimuli

11

Live Theatre
Performance
Watch a piece of live
theatre and explore
actor’s techniques in
preparation for the
written exam question

Devising Log

Performance of Blood Brothers

Writing evaluative coursework
based on devising performance

Practical exploration and recap of the
GCSE set text following guidelines set out
in Component 3

10
Studying Blood Brothers

Texts in Practice
Practical exploration of
individual extracts from the
John Godber plays ‘Teechers’

7 Deadly Sins

Practical exploration of the themes
and characters of the set text, ‘Blood
Brothers’.

Musicals
Practical
exploration of
musical theatre
through ‘Bugsy
Malone’

9

Developing skills
acquired in Year 7 and
8 to devise group
performances based
on the 7 Deadly SIns

Devising your own
Performance
Melodrama
Look at use of stock
characters and archetypes of
Victorian theatre through
Melodrama

Creation of own piece of
theatre based on the
Hillsborough tragedy

‘The Estate’
Explore the rehearsal and devising
process based on the characters
living on a London estate

Physical Theatre
Explore non-verbal forms of
drama and creating theatre
using bodies and movement

Brecht
Explore
non-naturalistic
theatre and
acting
techniques

8
Shakespeare
Explore different
techniques and
drama skills
through
well-known
Shakespearean
plays

Stage Combat

Stanislavski

Explore practical and safe
methods of including stage
fighting

Explore naturalistic theatre
and acting techniques

7
Clowning
Look at specific
types of
Clowning, such as
Mime and
Commedia
dell’Arte

English Folk
Theatre
Explore origins of
traditional English
theatre through
Mummers plays

Introduction
to Theatre
Explore Greek theatre
and basic drama skills

Welcome to Drama!
Let’s continue to build on the skills you
have worked on in Key Stage 2

